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SNAFU Con does not condone harassment!

We strive to be a safe place, but we need your help.
Please report any harassment to our rovers.

Reportable incidents include but are not limited to -
• Sexual images in public spaces

• Deliberate intimidation, stalking, or following
• Harassing photography or recording

(any area in the con that isn’t 18+ ID Controlled)

• Inappropriate physical contact
• Unwelcome sexual attention
• Advocating or encouraging any of the above behavior

We are here for you. We are happy to escort you to your room 
or car at any time of day. No explanation needed. 

Dial-A-Rover!

Escort for Your Safety

You can talk to our staff or other attendees in 
our public chat room on your phone, tablet, 
or laptop: https://www.hipchat.com/gpIyp6505

You can also report things in our rovers chat room:
 https://www.hipchat.com/gPmgW62Fx

Text, Call, or Fax our convention help-line at 775-476-2366. 
Why!?

(Dial-A-Sta�er)
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Hello and 
welcome one 
and all to 
SNAFU Con 
2015.

It’s no great 
mystery that 
our staff and 
volunteers have 
been working 
diligently. Our 
schedule is full 
of awesome 

programming being done by not only our 
special guests but also by you, the attendees. 
We encourage you to make your own panels 
and events to share with everyone in future 
years.

What an invigorating year it has been to be 
a geek, nerd, squint, dweeb, etc. People are 
revealing their dorky passions more than ever, 
and our community is growing stronger. We 
created this event to bring that community 
together and weave a great tapestry of 
fandoms.

I know that this year’s mysteries will be 
elementary indeed. From Thursday to Sunday 
it’s an open and shut case. Witness it your for 
yourself! After examining the evidence, you 
will be able to deduce that this is the best year 
yet. 

Thank you everyone,
Nathan Sindar
SNAFU Con Chairman

Is it really con-time again? 
Really? How did it sneak 
up on me so fast!? It feels 
like 2014 was just a month 
or two ago. This year 
has certainly come with 
its own set of challenges. We opened a lot 
of things late and had a lot of hiccups, but 
thankfully you all have been rather patient 
and understanding. 

In spite of the hiccups, SNAFU Con is still 
growing and improving. Our staff is excited 
with the many improvements we’ve made 
and we hope you will be, too. Registration is 
particularly excited that we are processing 
people faster than ever!  I truly hope your 
experience getting your badge this year went 
amazingly smoothly! We’ve upgraded our 
equipment and you may notice that staff are 
using tablets to do things like peace bonding 
more efficiently and paper-free. We’re also 
utilizing bar codes to peace bond even faster! 

Two of the exciting things we implemented 
this year are public chat rooms and a con help 
line. See page 2 of the con book for the phone 
number and links to the chat rooms. You can 
not only use the chat rooms to report things 
to rovers, but also to just chat with the staff 
and fellow attendees. We really want to hear 
from you so that we can keep our con a safe 
place, and continue to improve every year. 

I look forward to hearing from you and I’ll see 
you in the hentai room!

Beta
SNAFU Con Vice Chair

Letters from the   Con Chairs
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It’s that time again! Welcome to SNAFU Con 2015. Whether this is your first 
time joining us, or if you’ve got a few SNAFU years under your belt, welcome!

We hope that you all like what we’ve done with the place, at our new home 
here at The Nugget. As with any relocation, the end goal is to move forward.

Much love and thanks to all of our attendees, staff, volunteers, guests, 
panelists, artists, sponsors, and everyone else who’s been a part of SNAFU 
Con’s wild ride over the past few years. We’ve got an abundance of events, 
programming, and general stuff-to-do going on all the time, and we wouldn’t be able to do this without your 
support.

See you in the game room!

-Abe Navarro
SNAFU Con 2015 Gaming Chair
The StreetPass grind continues...

SNAFU Con wants your feedback to 

make this con as great as it can be.

Want to see more of something you enjoyed? 

Have a whole new idea for us to implement?

Then go ahead and shoot us 

an email at info@snafucon.com 

Don’t let your opinion remain a mystery!

Letters from the   Con Chairs
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Guests of Honor

Christopher Escalante is 
an award-winning music 
composer and voice actor 
for video games, film, and 
media. As a composer, he has 
written original music and songs 
for many video games and visual 
novels available for the PC and on Steam 
such as Seduce Me the Otome, Maid With 
Perfection, and Ace Academy, as well as 
many films, television series, commercials, 
web series, and audio books such as VIGIL, 
The Next Best Bartender, and Mythica: The 
Necromancer.
 
A graduate of Bang Zoom! Entertainment’s 
Advanced Voice Acting Workshop,

Christopher broke into 
voice acting for video 

games in many of Nexon’s 
Massively Multiplayer 

Online video games as the 
Blade Master in Atlantica Online 

and the Legendary Hero in Dungeon 
Fighter Online, and has gone on to voice 
many roles in video games and visual novels 
such as Junius Fahrenheit in Sierra Ops, 
Eagle Morris in Aces Wild, Erik in Seduce 
Me the Otome, as well as many other video 
games, visual novels, mobile apps, and 
television and audio dramas.

To learn more, visit 
ChristopherEscalante.com and find him on 
Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr!

Christopher Escalante
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Danielle McRae

Danielle McRae is 
a voice over actress 
residing in Los Angeles, 
California. A huge fan of video 
games and anime, her passion has led her to 
pursue a voice acting career in the industry. 
Some of her most notable credits have been 
Karma the Enlightened One in League of 
Legends, Hagara the Stormbinder in World 
of Warcraft: Cataclysm, and Painwheel in the 
Popular 2D fighting game Skullgirls Encore.

She’s also been in anime including Sword 
Art Online, Gargantia: On the Verderous 
Planet as Onderia and Magi: The Kingdom 
of Magic as Orba.

Danielle has also 
earned several other 

roles in many video games 
including Threia Hazelgrimm 

in Atelier Escha & Logy, Rift Arachna in 
Heroes of Newerth, Rami in Banzai Arcade, 
New Conglomerate Solider in Planetside 2, 
Sidel in Dragon Nest, Captain Arley Sims 
and The Adjutant in Starcraft Universe, Wing 
Diver Unit in Earth Defense Force 2025, and 
Isys in Dead Island: Epidemic.
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Darealwordsound, born Elwin G. Williams, III, 
is a trained bassist with more than ten years of 
experience playing and performing funk, rock, 
and hip-hop. From humble beginnings in San 
Francisco’s Bay Area, Darealwordsound has 
transitioned into a producer and rapper using 
live instruments and samples to create funky, 
dynamic, memorable beats, even opening his 
own studio, BeatLayers Studio (Vacaville, CA). 
While he produces and records upcoming 
and local artists, he is a true musician, with an 
instrumental background that also includes 
electric guitar, keyboard, and drums. His 
trademark melodic beats are interspersed with 
up-beat, positive hip-hop lyrics.

From 2012-13, he toured with Hieroglyphics 
founder Del the Funky Homosapien and Bukue 
One as a road manager and live bassist. He 
also served as artist coordinator for the 2012 
Deltron 3030 Canadian Music Festival Tour. 
In 2013, Darealwordsound won first place in 
both the Crush Con Spring Beat BAttle and 
the Fresh out of the Bay Cypher, and wrote the 
anthem for popular series “Shadow Hunters,” 
by Scattered Comics; he has also collaborated 
with Bay Area producer Nick NT, producing 

the theme song for TVEPN’s, “The Slam 
Show.” He has toured at over a hundred venues 
since 2014 and has recently begun touring the 
convention circuit, embracing “nerd culture” 
and those who might feel a little different 
because of what they like. He is known for 
hosting panels such as “Nerd Culture + Hip 
Hop,” which discusses how the two mediums 
have influenced each other since their 
inception; he aims to break down the myth 
that, “Nerds don’t like hip hop and hip hop 
doesn’t like nerds.”

Darealwordsound wrote the anthem, “Run 
Coast2Coast” for Vacaville’s Noah Coughlan’s 
cross-country awareness campaign; since then, 
he has expanded his philanthropic efforts to 
include mentoring for Seven Tepees Youth 
Program in San Francisco, and recently became 
an active member of Today’s Future Sound, 
helping empower and educate inner-city youth 
through music production.

Darealwordsound 
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Daryl Frazetti, Ph.D
Daryl Frazetti is a professor 
at Western Nevada College; 
as a pop culture researcher 
and anthropologist, he has 
focused his areas of study 
primarily on fandom culture 
and fan film making. He has 
been a regular guest speaker 
at conventions and schools 

since 2006, and a consultant 
for science fiction and 
literary works since 2010. His 
themed classes include the 
Anthropology of - Star Trek, 
Star Wars, Middle Earth, 
Aliens, and more. This is his 
second year with SNAFU 
Con.
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Kiba Walker is a voice actor, musician, writer, and 
director from Reno, Nevada. As a voice actor, Kiba 
can be heard in many roles, such as Robert Coconut 
in the video game “Flip’d”, Wyatt McFly Blakely in 
the animated series “Aptitude”, Mike Connelly in the 
audio series “Zoolaplex”, Eric Eastwick in Intermine 
Studios’ “The Intermine Legacy: I am the Darkness”, 
and many others. Kiba’s training ranges from theater to 
commercial, and he also currently holds the title of Mr. 
LGBT America Northern Nevada.

As a musician, he has performed with various bands, 
including the Stereo Killers, Frankly Fictitious, Going 
Second, and has also won competitions for singing. 
Kiba has also dabbled in writing and directing, 
penning scripts for “The Fifth Night” and “Naruto: 
Tales from the Leaf (Abridged Series)”. He loves ALL 
the anime, D&D, cosplaying, and meeting new people!

Voice Credits:
• Robert Coconut - Flip’d (Video Game)
• Wyatt McFly Blakely - Aptitude 

(Animated Series)
• Mike Connelly - Zoolaplex (Audio 

Series)
• Eric Eastwick - The Intermine Legacy: 

I am the Darkness (Audio Series/Book)
• Sean - Checkmate (BL Novel)
• Boku Temagawa - Love Games (Visual 

Novel)
• Samuel - Elrios Mages (Animated 

Series)
• Nori - Infandous (Visual Novel)
• Jayden - Witch Hazel (Sims 2 

Machinima)
• Matthew - Spirit Legends (Comic Dub)
• Loz Sanderson - Forebearance (Video 

Game)
• Terashima Suoh - It’s a Promise 

(Audio)

Writing/Directing Credits:
• “The Fifth Night” - main writer, 

director, producer, assistant sound 
editor, Tanner Evans

• “Naruto: Tales from the Leaf (Abridged 
Series)” - main writer, Kiba Inuzuka

• “Zoolaplex” - short writer

Music Credits:
• The Stereo Killers - lead singer/

songwriter
• Frankly Fictitious - lead singer
• Magic on the Mic 2014 - 1st Place 

Winner
• SacAnime Karaoke Contest - 2x 1st 

Place Winner, 2x 2nd Place Winner

Kiba Walker
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Missy Ames
Marissa Ames is quickly 

gaining speed within the 
fantasy and the urban 
homesteading worlds. In 
addition to authoring 
the critically acclaimed 
Tir Athair medieval 
fantasy series, Marissa 
writes for homesteading 

publications such as 
Backyard Poultry and 

Countryside Magazines. 

She is currently working on her 
third Tir Athair novel and also on a 
nonfiction series which helps low-
income urbanites compete with 
those living on acres of fertile land. 
When she isn’t writing, Marissa 
stays busy with a day job, a husband, 
two teenage children, and an entire 
urban farm just a mile south of 
downtown Reno, Nevada. She 
spends her free time eating lunch. 
You can follow her blogs at 
www.amesfamilyfarm.com and 
www.marissaames.com

Preston Cowley
Preston Cowley, a Denver 
native, grew up fascinated 
with video games, animation, 
and voice acting. While 
studying for his animation 
degree at Brigham Young 
University, he also studied 
voice acting, under 
Christopher Robin Miller 
(Professor Layton) to hone 
his skills.

Preston’s latest work includes 
Return of the Guitar Lord, 
and Abandoned for speaking 

roles, and he looks forward 
to many more roles in 
audio books as well.

Preston now is 
living his dream of 
programming for 
video games at 3G 
studios in Reno, NV 
and can’t wait to see 
where his life will take 
him next! 
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Robbie Lunt, CEE, CTS
Robbie is an arcanologist, 
award winning poet and co-
author of Demon Street USA, 
The True Story of a Very 
Haunted House. He has spent 
several decades working 
in the myriad facets of the 
entertainment industry.

He currently resides in 
Washoe Valley, NV. Robbie is 
a proud member of The Way 
of Nature Fellowship, and has 
had over 20 years of doing 
energy work in both Tai Chi 
and Reiki. When he’s not 
doing research or haunting 
a theatre, if you look hard 
enough, you might find him 
kayaking or skiing in the 
Sierra Nevadas.

Steve Nunez, a.k.a. Warky T. Chocobo
Steve “Warky” Nunez is 
an award-winning singer, 
lyricist, sound editor, music 
composer, letterer, editor, 
actor, and voice actor for 
video games, film, media, 
comic books, and audio 
books.

Steve broke into voice acting 
first for an AnimeAbridged 
Series of CardCaptor 
Sakura, and then for video 
games in Nexon’s “Dungeon 
Fighter Online”. He has 
since starred in many indie 
video games such as “Return 
of the Guitar Lord” and 
“Abandoned”, as well as 
many media productions for 
radio, animation, trailers, 
narrations, and commercial 
work.

As an Editor, his latest project 
is the hit reality TV show 
“Next Best Bartender”. 
As a musician, Steve is the 
lead singer of the parody 
Latter-Day Saints (LDS) band 
“They Might Be Elders”. He 
has had three albums released 
and has hit the top 10 of 
the Deseret Book Mormon 
Charts! He has composed for 
many video games, and 
has sound edited various 
audio books and other 
media.

Under the tutelage 
of Yamila Abraham, 
CEO and award 
winning author of 
Yaoi Press, Steve 
got his start lettering 
for Yaoi Press’s web 

series, “The Yaoikuza”. Steve 
has now lettered for different 
companies and comics, both 
online and in print, with his 
most recent work being with 
Legacy Action Comics.
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Team Seven Cosplay

Team Seven Cosplay is a couple 
that formed a mostly-Naruto-
based cosplay duo. They cosplay 
a variety of characters from 
other animes as well, with plans 
for other cosplays in the works. 

They both began cosplaying five 
years ago, attending local cons 
and gatherings and making a 
lot of friends along the way that 
they now consider family. 

They’ve come a long way 
from where they started; from 
no wigs to fully-functional 
props, their journey has led 
them here. They’ve modeled 
for Bandai, Manga Bomb, 
and Shonen Jump, and tour 
the con circuit throughout 
the year. They hope to begin 
visiting Europe soon, and 
love meeting fans. They will 
always stop for a photo or a 
selfie, and take great pride in 
their work.
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Achievements

Cosplay Pro
Judged in a SNAFU 

Con Masquerade
Records start 2014

Cosplay Winner
Won a prize in the 

Masquerade
Records start 2014

Love and Peace
Peace bonded an 

item. Records start 
2010 - must have 
filled out a Peace 

Bonding Slip

Peace Maker
Peace bonded 10 

times. Records start 
2010 - must have 
filled out a Peace 

Bonding Slip

I Like Zipties
Peace bonded 100 

times. Records start 
2010 - must have 
filled out a Peace 

Bonding Slip

Cosplayer
Participated in a SNAFU 

Con Masquerade. 
Records start 2014

Improvised Weapon
Peacebonded an 

interesting or strange 
item

G

I’m Kind of a Big 
Deal

Been an official guest 
of honor

Artist
Been a member of 

Artist Alley

Shirt Collector
Purchased at least 5 
different con shirts 

(starts 2015)

Show Off
Purchased a con shirt 

(starts 2015)

Vendor
Been a vendor in our 

Vendor Room

Guests

T-Shirts

Merchants

Cosplay

We take all our records (all the way 
back to 2010!) to give you a fun 

thing to compare with your friends. 
Keep coming back and doing more 

stuff for more achievements!

If you have any achievements, up to 
7 will print on your badge!
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Cog in the Machine
Volunteered 5 times. 
Records are spotty in 

2010

I Have Responsibility
High staff rank in any 

department

I’m a Helper!
Volunteered once. 

Records are spotty in 
2010

Making Things Happen
Staffed once

Participation Mandatory
Attended a staff 

meeting
Records start 2014

Yeah, I Know Beta, Why?
Staffed in 5 or 

more departments 
simultaneously in any one 

year

Bacon
Special achievement 
which you can only 

get if you can give it to 
yourself

ALL THE RESPONSIBILITY
Has been high staff 
rank in 5 or more 

departments

Cultist
Member of the Cult of 

the One Door
 Records start 2013

Dancing Monkey
Staffed as Main Stage 

Crew

Chair!!!!!
Chaired SNAFU Con

I Can Help Everywhere
Staffed/volunteered 

in 5 or more 
departments 

Jack of All Departments
Staffed/volunteered (any 

rank) in 10 or more 
departments

This Is MY CON
Staffed 5 times

Staffing or Voluntering
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Twenty-Ten
Has a badge in the 

2010 system 

VIP Member
Had a hotel room in 
your name. Records 

start 2013

I Preregistered!
Has a printed badge 

in the system

I Always Prereg
Has 5 printed badges 

in the system

First Five
Attended the first 5 

years 

Five in a Row
Attended 5 

consecutive years of 
SNAFU Con 

Something to Say
Has run one panel 
Records start 2013

10
I Like Attention
Has run 10 panels
Records start 2013

Con
Me!

It’s Me-Con!
Has run 100 panels
Records start 2013

Panel Snob
Turned in 10 panel 

feedback forms 
Records start 2013

I’m An Entire Audience
Turned in 100 panel 

feedback forms 
Records start 2013

Opinionated
Turned in a panel 

feedback form 
Records start 2013

Panels

Registration
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Artist Alley

Visit Artist Alley to find 
great fan art, gifts, crafts, 
and other handmade 
things. Drawings, 
postcards, buttons, 
and all kinds of artistic 
creations will be for sale. 
Meet friendly artists and 
commission a picture 
of yourself or a favorite 
anime character! Artists 
are creative and fun 
people. Buy unique and 
wonderful things from 
them here, in all price 
ranges. 
 
Con-goers can come 
here to get original art 
and merchandise from 
artists ranging from the 
barest beginner to the 
professionals.

Artist Alley Hours 
Friday: 12pm - 9pm
Saturday 9am - 8pm
Sunday 9am - 5pm

Artist Website
Super Adorkable http://superadorkable.com
Dignified Bunny Products
Protean Geek http://www.proteangeek.com
Jessica Charboneau http://silentj75.deviantart.com
Prophecy Failed http://prophecyfailed.com
JeththeDeath
AttaGirl http:// https://www.pinterest.com/meganjjewett/
Hyperbooster Studio http://www.hyperbooster.com
Uni's Emporium of Randomocity http://unisamas.deviantart.com
The-Everlasting-Ash http://the-everlasting-ash.deviantart.com
Mia Young Art and Illustration http://deadsugarprincess.tumblr.com/tagged/mia-arts
Crow's Nest Studio http://priestessdream.deviantart.com/
Hilary Heiman http://mirrankei.tumblr.com/tagged/art-by-mirrankei
Planetary Arts http://planetaryarts.net
Schizofreix Studios http://schizofreix.deviantart.com/
Elsa http://vampirekendra.deviantart.com/
RuffledRaven http://ruffledravenart.tumblr.com
Puppy Bao Creations
Ika Boushi http://ikaboushi.etsy.com
complexwish http://complexwish@gmail.com
Beth http://ahlatoad.tumblr.com/
PoppingBubbles
Paulina Cobres http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/SweetGeekyLove
Doraeyaki http://doraeyaki.deviantart.com/
Karmikosmic http://karmikosmic.deviantart.com/
Zanor
Pixel Witches http://pixelwitches.tumblr.com/
Paw Prints
Cute As A Button By Sara http://etsy.com/shop/CuteAsAButtonBySara
Damarys Solorzano http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/ldamarysl
Froggy Arts http://sir-frog.deviantart.com
Nancy Reynoso http://www.bombbuns.deviantart.com
Lady Staba http://facebook.com/ladystaba
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Conventions aren’t just about walking around, talking with 
fellow nerds, and making a fool of oneself. No, they’re 

also about the joys of spending money on oversized 
wooden swords and plastic transforming robots! 

Vendor Room 
Hours: 

Friday: 1pm – 7pm
Saturday: 11am – 7pm 
Sunday: 10am– 4pm

VENDOR ROOM
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Cartoon Passion

15461 Red Hill Ave. Suite D
Tustin, CA 92780

Selling Japanese anime character goods 
and collectibles

aaroncpassion@aol.com
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Clubs 'n’ Organizations
These Clubs and organizations will be at the con.
SacAnime www.sacanime.com
Kraken Con www.krakencon.com
Great Basin Geeks www.facebook.com/groups/GreatBasinGeeks/
High Desert Steam www.highdesertsteam.com/

Day Zero
We have activities going on before the 
convention starts so make sure you stop by on 
Thursday evening to check it out. In addition 
to picking up your paid badge (you DID 
preregister, right?) we will have a Swap Meet!

Karaoke Provided by
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Tabletop Games
Betrayal Play-To-Win
Betrayal at House on the Hill quickly 
builds suspense and excitement as 
players explore a haunted mansion, 
encountering spirits and frightening 
omens that foretell their fate. 
Secretly, one of the characters betrays 
the rest of the party, and the innocent 
members of the party must defeat 
the traitor in their midst before it’s 
too late! Betrayal at House on the 
Hill will appeal to any game player 
who enjoys a fun, suspenseful, and 
strategic game. The winner gets to 
keep the game! Donated by Nerdvana 
in Carson City.

Board Game Library
Available throughout the convention 
in the Dungeon! Come by and play 
a game anytime. Made possible by 
Ragecon.

Camel Up Play-To-Win
In Camel Up, up to eight players bet 
on five racing camels, trying to suss 
out which will place first and second 
in a quick race around a pyramid. 
The earlier you place your bet, the 
more you can win-should you guess 
correctly, of course. Camels don’t run 
neatly, however, sometimes landing 
on top of another one and being 
carried toward the finish line. Who’s 
going to run when? That all depends 
on how the dice come out of the 
pyramid dice shaker, which releases 
one die at a time when players pause 
from their bets long enough to see 
who’s actually moving! The winner 
gets to keep the game! Donated by 
Nerdvana in Carson City.

Cardfight Vanguard Demo
Ride the Vanguard! Learn to play the 
card game behind the hit show of the 
same name! Demos will be running 
all con long. No experience needed!

Congregate Demo
A social political game where players 
use Representatives to score Agendas 
in a series of voting rounds. Augment 
your votes with different Reps, from 
influential Councilors to destructive 
Spies. Do anything in your power 
to complete Agendas and amass the 
most wealth to win! Players: 3 - 6 
(4 or 5 suggested) Play Time: about 
15 minutes to set up, 10 minutes 
per player to play, modified by any 
learning time.

Deadlands Reloaded
(16+) There’s been a murder in the 
weird west and you’re one of the 
primary suspects. The host of a party 
you attended last night was found 
dead in his room, stabbed in the back! 
You and a handful of other guests 
are the only ones who lack an alibi. 
You have yet to be arrested, but you 
know something the others don’t and 
it’s your job to prove your innocence, 
whether you’re innocent or not!

Dreamland: A Lovecraftian 
Fairytale RPG
Awake to your destiny: you are 
of the few souls who are able to 
travel into the world of sleep, where 
thought is language and language is 
power. Travel across vast landscapes 
and discover strange cultures. 
Fight Monstrous Races, Dragons 
and Beasts. Mold the dreamworld 
to summon monsters, speak the 
language of beasts, become a king, 
or do anything you can imagine. But 
power comes with a price. Will you 
be consumed by Wonder, Loathing 
or Exoticism? Will you trade your 
precious Memories of the waking 
world for the fantasies of Dreamland? 
Beware, for Nightmares await, and 
even the greatest dream fades at the 
coming of Dawn. DREAMLAND 

is a game inspired by the stories of 
Lord Dunsany, H.P. Lovecraft, and 
Neil Gaiman. Come try it out with 
the designer, Jason Thompson! (The 
Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath 
graphic novel artist) 

Fate Accelerated Edition (FAE)
What’s a fan supposed to do when 
cosplayers start taking on the powers 
of their characters and fighting with 
each other? Figure out where these 
powers a coming from and join in 
obviously! But when things start 
getting violent, it’s up to you to stop 
this craziness before the entire hotel 
explodes.

Love Letter Tournament
Tournament will be open to the first 
16 people signed up. 2 sets of games 
with 4 players each will be played 
with the winners of those games 
playing for the prizes. Winners will 
get a copy of the game. Stop by to 
sign up for these events any time 
prior to event. First come first serve. 
No experience necessary. Prizes 
provided by RAGECON 2016!

Magic Battle For Zendikar Draft
$20 entry using packs on hand.

Magic Battle For Zendikar Sealed
$30 entry using packs on hand.

Magic Commander Constructed
$7 entry.

Magic Demo
Magic: The Gathering, the most 
successful CCG in history, has a table 
at SNAFU Con! Whether you’re a 
die-hard fan or curious about the 
game, you’re welcome to the scene, 
and can try the game out at any time.
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Maid: Halloween Special!
Some ghosts just appeared claiming 
to be the master’s long dead parents 
and now they are running around, 
issuing orders like they still own 
the place. It’s up to the maids of the 
house to figure out what is really up 
before this gets out of hand.

Maid: Save The Master!
The master has an important treaty 
to sign at the end of the week, if he 
can only survive that long! Your job 
as a maid (or butler) is hard enough 
without master’s enemies trying to 
thwart him at every turn. What will it 
be this time? Robots? Ninjas? Robot 
wielding ninjas? Let them do their 
worst. Master has hired the best staff 
out there and we’ll take care of it all!

Mangaka: Fast and Furious Comic 
Drawing
A hilarious, creative card game where 
you draw comics in five-minutes 
bursts! Mangaka is a fast-paced 
storytelling card game where each 
round involves drawing cards and 
drawing comics. Choose from over 
150 Themes, from Vampires to Sports 
to Cooking. Seek Fame by following 
current Trends, from Science Fiction 
to Shojo and Shonen! Compete with 
your fellow players to tell the greatest 
comic stories imaginable, even if you 
can’t even draw a stick figure! Pens, 
paper and cards provided; no drawing 
skills required. Designed by Jason 
Thompson (Manga: The Complete 
Guide, Anime News Network).

Notice Me, Senpai
Notice Me, Senpai is a fast-moving 
game where you and other players 
compete for the attention of Senpai. 
Keep on Senpai’s good side, stab 
other players in the back, and kawaii 
your way to victory. Otherwise, 
Senpai will never even know you 
exist!

Scotland Yard
A mystery is afoot at SNAFU Con, 
and you can help! Earn buttons for 
weapons, places, and suspects around 
the con, and turn them in at Scotland 
Yard in the Dungeon to try to solve 
crimes. Crack the case, and you 
may win a prize. And if you manage 
to solve the con’s biggest mystery, 
you can earn yourself a special 
achievement!

Tanto Cuore
Tanto Cuore is a deck building game 
where you play the master of the 
house tasked with employing the best 
set of maids that you can. But take 
care. The maids can become sick, 
or get bad habits! The player with 
the most victory points at the end is 
the perfect master and winner of the 
game!

Ticket to Ride Play-To-Win
Ticket to Ride can be learned in 
under 15 minutes, while providing 
players with intense strategic and 
tactical decisions every turn. Players 
collect cards of various types of train 
cars they then use to claim railway 
routes in North America. The longer 
the routes, the more points they earn. 
Additional points come to those 
who fulfill Destination Tickets-goal 
cards that connect distant cities; and 
to the player who builds the longest 
continuous route. The winner gets to 
keep the game! Donated by Nerdvana 
in Carson City.

UFS Demo
Universal Fighting System demos 
are going on all weekend long! UFS 
is a fighter-themed card game, where 
characters from Street Fighter can 
go toe to toe with those from King 
of Fighters, Darkstalkers, and even 
Mega Man! Try it now and get a free 
demo deck! (supplies limited)

UFS draft tourney
A Swiss-style draft tournament for 
UFS, using packs on hand to make 
a 40 card deck without symbol 
restriction. Entry is $20.

Weibschwartz Demo
Play the CCG that’s all about anime! 
Weibschwartz features characters 
from Attack on Titan, Fairy Tale, Fate 
Stay, and many, many more!

Yugioh Demo
It’s time to d-d-d-duel! Show up at 
our dedicated Yugioh table to learn to 
play the game or talk shop with some 
fellow fans.

Yugioh draft tourney 
Draft with on hand packs - $20.00 
entry

Yugioh Single Elimination 
Constructed
Single elimination constructed 
tournament - $5.00 entry

Yugioh Swiss Constructed
Swiss constructed tournament - $5.00 
entry
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PF Mod: Murder’s Mark-Core 
Campaign (lv 1-2)
Everyone in the fishing town of 
Ilsurian is excited when the legendary 
Umbra Carnival rolls into town-even 
if the show is run by members of 
the much-maligned Varisian ethnic 
group. With strange and exotic beasts, 
scandalous performances, games 
of chance, and all the other fun of a 
traveling fair, who could resist such 
an opportunity for entertainment? 
Unfortunately for both the town and 
the circus, however, entertainment 
isn’t the only opportunity the carnival 
presents. Hidden within Ilsurian, a 
guild of thieves and scoundrels has 
been waiting for just such an occasion 
to launch a campaign of theft and 
murder-leaving the strangers from 
the circus to take the blame. With 
tensions mounting between locals 
and performers, and the body count 
rising on both sides, it’s up to the 
PCs to uncover what’s really going on 
and clear the circus’ name before the 
entire town erupts in a firestorm of 
ethnic violence.

Pathfinder
The Pathfinder Society will be 
hosting a plethora of events, 
including con exclusive special 
adventures, for all role-playing 
enthusiasts. Whether you’re a 
battle-hardened veteran or new 
to the gaming scene, Pathfinder 
has the adventure for you! No 
supplies or previous experience is 
necessary.

PF Mod: We Be Goblins! (levels 1-2)
The Licktoad goblins of Brinestump 
Marsh have stumbled upon a great 
treasure-fireworks! Yet unfortunately 
for them, the tribe member 
responsible for the discovery has 
already been exiled for the abhorrent 
crime of writing (which every goblin 
knows steals words from your 
head). To remedy this situation, 
the Licktoads’ leader, His Mighty 
Girthness Chief Rendwattle Gutwad, 
has declared that the greatest heroes 
of the tribe must venture forth to 
retrieve the rest of the fireworks from 
a derelict ship stranded in the marsh. 
In order to prove themselves as the 
Licktoads’ bravest goblins, the PCs 
must complete a series of dangerous 
dares, from swallowing bull slugs 
and braving the dreaded Earbiter 
to dancing with Squealy Nord 
himself. Yet even once they’ve proven 
their mettle, the adventure is just 
beginning. For the ship in question is 
far from uninhabited, and Vorka the 
cannibal goblin would like nothing 
better than a few tasty visitors....

PFS 4-26: The Waking Rune (levels 
7-11)
After a year of searching and risking 
life and limb, the agents of the 
Pathfinder Society have discovered 
the resting place of the Runelord 
of Sloth, who has been sequestered 
from the world at large for 10,000 
years awaiting the proper time for his 
return. Thanks to the efforts of the 
sinister cult of Lissala, that time is 
now. In a desperate attempt to defeat 
this ancient evil once and for all, the 
Decemvirate sends its best agents, 
armed with relics found throughout 
ancient Thassilon, to foil the cult’s 
last-ditch efforts to usher in a new era 
of tyranny and strife. Will the party 
succeed in preventing Krune’s return 
to Golarion, or will the Pathfinder 
Society serve simply as a speed-bump 
in the runelord’s path to domination 
over the entire region?

PFS 5-08: The Confirmation (levels 
1-2)
Almost all Pathfinders undergo 
extensive training for three or more 
years to learn the tricks of the trade, 
and their last test before graduating 
from the ranks of the initiates to the 
status of a full Pathfinder agent is 
the Confirmation, a special research 
project that involves considerable 
fieldwork and is designed to simulate 
the initiates’ future work as a 
Pathfinder. Even the noteworthy field 
commissioned agents sometimes 
participate in such trials as a way 
to familiarize themselves with 
the Pathfinder Society’s rules and 
expectations. Although Confirmation 
is typically an individual affair, the 
society recently discovered a site 
on the Isle of Kortos that would 
be perfect for initiates but perhaps 
too dangerous to handle alone. 
Successfully uncovering this site’s 
secrets will not only contribute to the 
society’s body of knowledge but shape 
the exciting careers ahead for each of 
the prospective agents.

PFS 5-EX: Ruins of Bonekeep - Part 
1 (levels 3-7)
Part 1: The Silent Grave. An enemy of 
the Pathfinder Society recently found 
a hidden dungeon in a centuries-old 
siege fortress, but despite his best 
efforts to convert it into his base of 
operations, he failed. When a pair 
of Pathfinders encounter disaster 
while scouting out the entrance, the 
party must explore the first level of 
the dungeon to determine not just 
what attacked their comrades but also 
what dark power their nemesis nearly 
acquired.
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PFS 5-S2: Ruins of Bonekeep - Part 
2 (levels 3-7)
Part 2: Maze of the Mind Slave 
A group of Pathfinders recently 
delved into the ruins of Bonekeep, 
a siege fortress destroyed centuries 
ago. There they discovered not 
only terrifying threats but also 
extraordinary treasures. Warded 
by the magic of a senior Pathfinder, 
the party must explore as much of 
Bonekeep as they can before the spell 
dissipates, lest they too are enslaved 
by the enchanted maze that looks 
hauntingly more familiar with each 
discovery.

PFS 6-97: Siege of Serpents(Special) 
(levels 1-11)
The Pathfinder Society has opened 
its gates to visitors from across the 
world in anticipation of the Grand 
Convocation, a magnificent festival 
in which Pathfinders share tales 
of their exploits, show off their 
findings, and celebrate the Society’s 
accomplishments. However, an 
inopportune accident quickly spirals 
out of control when an old enemy 
attempts a brazen assault on the 
Pathfinders’ home, and an unexpected 
foe emerges from hiding to seek 
vengeance for the Society’s perceived 
crimes. Can the Pathfinders pacify 
the chaos and protect their guests 
while simultaneously defending the 
Grand Lodge? “Siege of Serpents” is 
a multi-table interactive adventure in 
which each group’s actions contribute 
to the entire room’s success.

PFS 6-98: Serpents Rise (level 7)
Years of political maneuvering, 
espionage, smuggling, and diplomacy 
have set the stage for the Aspis 
Consortium’s most ambitious 
attack on their Inner Sea rivals: the 
Pathfinder Society. All that remains 
are several key preparations that only 
an elite team of Aspis agents can 
arrange, and once the fireworks begin, 
these same agents must strike quickly 
and mercilessly to secure objectives 
(some shared and some connected to 
deeper plots) and escape without the 
Society being any the wiser.

PFS 6-S2: Ruins of Bonekeep - Part 
3 (levels 5-9)
Part 3: The Wakening Tomb

PFS 7-01: Between the Lines (levels 
1-5)
Rival explorers have beaten the 
Pathfinders to a valuable site in 
Katapesh, but fortunately most of the 
riches-including the obscure text the 
Society sought in the first place-have 
ended up in the capitol’s extensive 
bazaars. What is at first a routine 
shopping trip spirals out of control as 
the PCs uncovers the writing’s secret 
past-and secret messages.

PFS 7-01: Between the Lines-Core 
Campaign (lv 1-5)
Rival explorers have beaten the 
Pathfinders to a valuable site in 
Katapesh, but fortunately most of the 
riches-including the obscure text the 
Society sought in the first place-have 
ended up in the capitol’s extensive 
bazaars. What is at first a routine 
shopping trip spirals out of control as 
the PCs uncovers the writing’s secret 
past-and secret messages.

PFS 7-02: Six Seconds to Midnight 
(levels 3-7)
A strange confluence of 
circumstances leaves the researchers 
of Uringen understaffed and in 
need of able-bodied assistants. 
Conveniently, recent Pathfinder 
Society experiments call for a rare 
reagent found only in that area, and 
the two organizations have negotiated 
a mutually beneficial deal. Can the 
PCs reach the secluded settlement 
in time to witness this extraordinary 
event-and handle the phenomenon’s 
aftermath?

PFS 7-02: Six Seconds to Midnight-
Core (lv 3-7)
A strange confluence of 
circumstances leaves the researchers 
of Uringen understaffed and in 
need of able-bodied assistants. 
Conveniently, recent Pathfinder 
Society experiments call for a rare 
reagent found only in that area, and 
the two organizations have negotiated 
a mutually beneficial deal. Can the 
PCs reach the secluded settlement 
in time to witness this extraordinary 
event-and handle the phenomenon’s 
aftermath?

PFS 7-03: The Bronze House 
Reprisal (levels 5-9)
A recent assault on the Pathfinder 
Society has renewed hostilities 
with the Aspis Consortium, and 
clues left behind point to one of its 
masterminds: the gold agent Maiveer 
Sloan. By infiltrating one of the 
Consortium’s artifact-smuggling 
operations, the PCs can sabotage 
their rivals’ criminal operations and 
send a clear message: No attack will 
go unanswered.
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PFS 7-05: School of Spirits (levels 
1-5)
Seven years ago, Pathfinders entered 
Absalom’s shattered Precipice 
Quarter in pursuit of a ruby ring but 
also rescued a strange survivor. She 
has since grown to adulthood and 
exhibited a rebellious spirit connected 
to the ruined school where the 
Pathfinders found her. The woman’s 
family has contacted the Society, 
hoping that its agents can escort her 
back to the haunted site and unravel 
the Drownyard’s relentless mysteries.

PFS 7-05: School of Spirits-Core 
Campaign (lv 1-5)
Seven years ago, Pathfinders entered 
Absalom’s shattered Precipice 
Quarter in pursuit of a ruby ring but 
also rescued a strange survivor. She 
has since grown to adulthood and 
exhibited a rebellious spirit connected 
to the ruined school where the 
Pathfinders found her. The woman’s 
family has contacted the Society, 
hoping that its agents can escort her 
back to the haunted site and unravel 
the Drownyard’s relentless mysteries.

PFS Quests (level 1)
This is an entry level/new character 
offering of the pathfinder society 
quests, both from The Phantom 
Phenomena and The Silverhex 
Chronicles.

PFS: 7-04 The Ironbound Schism 
(Levels 7-11)
The cataclysmic Earthfall shattered 
the ancient Thassilonian civilization, 
and like its slumbering runelords who 
fled the destruction, many ruins lie 
hidden. The Ironbound Archipelago 
was once part of Edasseril, kingdom 
of envy, and word has reached the 
Pathfinder Society that an ancient 
ruin has emerged on the isle of 
Flintyreach. Can the PCs gain the 
local half-orcs’ trust and brave the 
resident giants’ wrath to secure this 
archaeological treasure?
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E-Gaming
24-Hour Gaming Action!
Our Console Gaming area goes live 
when the doors open on Friday, and 
doesn’t shut down until con is over! 
Enjoy some of your favorite titles 
from our diverse selection of games, 
spanning from modern-day offerings 
to the classics. Who knows? You 
might even find a new favorite game 
along the way.

Dengeki Bunko: Fighting Climax
This recently released crossover 
fighting game features characters 
from The Irregular at Magic High 
School, Toradora!, Sword Art Online, 
and many other franchises, beating 
the living daylights out of each other 
because of reasons. As crossover 
fighting games do.

Guilty Gear Xrd -SIGN-
Arc System Works’ classic franchise 
returns, with some new faces added 
to the roster. LET’S ROCK!

Hearthstone
Green Light Gaming is proud to 
present SNAFU Con 2015’s PC 
gaming competitions! Please see the 
Game Room staff or http://snafucon.
com for rules and further information.

League of Legends 5v5
Green Light Gaming is proud to 
present SNAFU Con 2015’s PC 
gaming competitions! Please see the 
Game Room staff or http://snafucon.
com for rules and further information.

Mario Kart 8
The ultimate in Nintendo-based road 
rage returns! Bring your shells, bring 
your skills, and most importantly, 
bring your death stares.

Mortal Kombat X
One on one. Strongest survives. 
Weakest meets demise. Brutality 
encouraged.

Pokemon Omega Ruby/Alpha 
Sapphire: Smogon Singles and 
VGC Doubles
Bring the squad and duke it out 
against fellow Pokémon trainers! 
There are some restrictions in effect, 
please consult the Game Room staff 
or http://snafucon.com for further 
information.

Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 
Wii U
The newest Smash Bros. is here! 
Both new and familiar characters, 
doing what they do best: fighting for 
the amusement of all.

Super Smash Bros. Melee
Since this game’s release on 
the Gamecube in 2002, Melee’s 
popularity has proven to be 
everlasting. The competition has 
been fierce since day one, so bring 
everything you’ve got! Special thanks 
to the Reno Smash Community for 
helping us out with this event!

Tekken Tag Tournament 2
Welcome back to the King of Iron 
Fist Tournament. Select your two 
combatants, and may the best team 
win.

Ultra Street Fighter IV
The definitive fighting game series 
once again graces SNAFU Con with 
it’s presence, this time with even 
more characters to choose from.
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Special thanks to these amazingly cool 
organizations which made your gaming 
experience more awesome:

Green Light Gaming - Reno, NV
http://www.glgreno.com/

Reno Smash Community - Reno, NV
http://facebook.com/RenoSmashCommunity
http://facebook.com/groups/619057094778540/

TBAGR: The Big Anime Game Room
Sacramento, CA
http://www.tbagr.org/KD Empire

433 Pyramid Way, Sparks, NV 89431
775-409-3508
http://www.kdempire.com/
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Policies (in 5 words or less)
General Policies
General Conduct - Consider others; all-ages con.
Dress Code - Wear appropriate clothes.
Hygiene - Bathe and wear deodorant, please.
Heckling - Don’t be a jerk.
Children - Bring an adult.
Fliers - Put them on the table.
Photography - You let us photograph you.
Weapons - Don’t be stupid. 
Alcohol - Not on the con floor.
Sleeping - Sleep.
Casino - Don’t upset venue security.
Hotel - Be considerate of others.
Elevators - Only press one button.
Mock Fighting - Keep it safe.
Policy Lawyering - Don’t.
Staff/Volunteer Complaints & Appeals -
 The feedback session is Sunday.
More... - Policies subject to change.

Dress Code Policies
Badges - Keep badges visible.
Masks - Only in the convention area.
Shoes - Wear shoes.
Minimum Coverage - Wear clothes.
Flesh-Colored Underwear - No illusion of nudity.
See-Through Clothing - Wear things underneath. 
Underwear as Cosplay - Keep your bits covered.
Short Dresses/Skirts - Wear under-things.
Large Costumes - Be aware of your surroundings.
Signs - Okay, but content is limited.

Make sure you check out our full 
policies at 

http://snafucon.com/policies.php

Items found in Artist Alley:
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DJ Monster 
Local rave DJ bringing the 

Loudest and Bassiest beats to ever 
hit the EDM scene. 

Work hard, play hard, party like 
it’s your job!

Dj Hoolix 
Local Reno DJ and 
entertainer/performer.  
Instagram: kainoadoesstuff

DJ Dark0
Laying down a mixture of 
hardcore beats and d&b breaks 
while throwing in familiar songs 
remixed, He brings something to the 
experience for everyone to dance to.

Everybody DANCE!
Music and performers

Glow Party Rave
Time to celebrate SNAFU Con with an awesome rave! Why? Because it’s AWESOME! Do you 
really need a good reason to go dance to some cool tunes, feel the vibes and end the night on a 
groove-tastic note? What are you, Vulcan? Get out there, grab your glowsticks, and DANCE!

Warky
Follow the Chocobo with his mighty tunes of Video Game Awesomeness! 
Warky is one of our guests - see his complete bio in the Guests of Honor section. 

Kiba Walker
Stay up for Kiba's Late Night Concert Series!
Kiba Walker is one of our guests - see his complete bio in the Guests of Honor section. 
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PANELS AND EVENTS
*Guest Involvement is in italics!

“FAN-TASTIC” STORY 
TELLING
Come join us with some of the 
worst and hilarious fan-fics read 
by both guests and fans! Come 
either listen to the guests read, or 
join in and read along as some 
of your favorite characters in 
the craziest fan-fics you can find 
online!

Adult Education
(18+) Learn about consent, safe 
sex, and general health in this 
workshop, hosted by health 
advocate T. Costa. 

Amateur Voice Acting Workshop
Have you ever wanted to take 
a crack at voice acting? Join 
Kiba Walker as he teaches easy 
resources, setting environments, 
and vocal warmups to get you 
started in the voice acting world. 
Q&A to follow the workshop.

Anime X Hip Hop
The growing influence on each 
other. Discussing the Growing 
tend of Anime using Hip Hop 
Culture and Hip Hop culture 
embracing anime.

Anthropology of Star Wars
Explores the various political, 
religious, technological, 
apocalyptic, and social themes 
in Star Wars, as well as gender, 
individuality in culture, and Star 
Wars as myth. A brief overview of 
fandom is included.

Before Publishing Building an 
Identity & Following
Are you a blogger? Cartoonist? 
Author with a book on its way 
to publication? You can’t go far 
unless people know who you are! 
Learn how to build an Internet 
identity with very little out-of-
pocket expense, taking advantage 
of different media platforms. 
Learn how to interact with your 
fans…and what NOT to do so 
you don’t get shunned from your 
genre’s circle.

Beginning a Cosplay
Just like the title says we’re going 
over how to begin a cosplay! 
How to’s and possible don’ts with 
some safety tips. We also love to 
hear from the crowd about some 
things they like to use or do when 
making cosplays. Remember to 
always have fun with it!

Beginning Costume Patterns
Basic info on fabric choices 
and pattern shapes. What is 
interfacing? How do you make 
armor or bodices stiff? How is 
the look of one sleeve or skirt 
different from another one? We 
will make our own patterns from 
newspaper. Please bring your own 
scissors and muslin if you want 
more permanent pattern pieces.

Behind the Music
Interested in what it’s like writing 
music for video games, film, and 
other fun projects? Come learn 
what the process is like and what 
could happen in the most fun 
industry out there!

Behold The Great Maze
One person’s journey through the 
pitfalls and gateways of traditional 
publishing. If you are up for the 
challenge, some tips and guidance 
from someone who has fought his 
way to the glory of a Library of 
Congress number acquired by the 
publishers!

Black Butler/Kuroshitsuji Q&A
Welcome to Phantomhive Manor. 
We invite you to join us this 
All Hallows’ Eve for an hour of 
questions and answers with the 
Earl Ciel Phantomhive, his butler 
Sebastian, the Lady Elizabeth, 
the Earl Alois Trancy, the reaper 
Grell Sutcliff, and others. Ask, 
and it shall be answered. Please 
enjoy “simply one hell” of an 
event. (This panel is rated PG13 
and features cosplayers acting in 
character.)

Charity Auction
Come and attend our charity 
auction! This year, proceeds will 
be going to Big Brothers Big 
Sisters of Northern Nevada.

Closing Ceremonies
Say goodbye and look forward to 
next year.
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Convention Horror Stories
(18+) Come hear the terrifying 
(and sometimes, hilarious) stories 
of past convention and guest 
stories that will haunt your mind 
forever!

Cosplay Masquerade
SNAFU Con’s annual Cosplay 
Masquerade! Come see talented 
Cosplayers compete for prizes!

Cosplay Story Time
This panel is mainly about some 
funny and maybe not so funny 
convention stories, or everthing 
you have done in cosplay, like 
walking into a store or getting 
coffee. We want to hear it all. It’s 
a fun filled way for us to connect 
with our fans and get to share 
experiences. We have some fun 
stories, what about you?

Create that Anime
Are you creative? Want to show 
off to the world that you can use 
any tropes to pitch a show? Join 
Fully Unscripted and unleash your 
creativity.

Create that Hentai
(18+) Ever want to create your 
own Hentai show? You have!? 
Well that’s great, join us and show 
off all of your creativity. We might 
even like what you have to say.

Crossplay Walk-off
Calling all crossplayers, it’s time 
for a “Crossplay Walk-Off”! That’s 
right, we’re having a sassy, fashion 
show for our lovely friends. You 
will be able to choose from our list 
of songs to do your walk to. This 
is not a competition, everyone is 
getting a prize. This is a chance to 
show off and have fun. Let’s keep 
it clean and friendly. So, come be 
sassy with us and celebrate the 
world of crossplaying.

Cthulhu for President!
(16+) Are you tired of candidates 
who promise change but don’t 
deliver? Are you sick of candidates 
who only seem to be insane? Come 
to Cthulhu for President and learn 
about a real voice for change and 
insanity! Cthulhu for President!

Cultural Imagery of Gotham City 
and Metropolis
A compare/contrast discussion 
exploring the Batman and Superman 
universes as well as Fritz Lang’s 
film. Cultural themes of both 
Gotham and Metropolis are put 
forth as they relate to contemporary 
culture, the individual, and myth. 

D.R. Mystery
(16+) We offer a mystery at night. 
This is different from what you 
might think. Prizes up for grabs. 
You want to give it a try? Come on 
in. 

DMing 101
(16+) Learn the basics of running 
a roleplaying game of your very 
own from a trio of die-hard 
veterans. They’ve run, between 
them, over two dozen separate 
systems and dealt with more 
munchkins than you can shake 
a dicebox at, so come learn the 
tricks without having to suffer the 
hard way and try to stump them 
with your hardest questions or 
theoretical scenarios!

Doctor Who 2015
Eduardo M. Freyre & Patricia 
Helm discuss the current season 
of Doctor Who and the revived 
series’ 10th anniversary.

Fandom Appreciation
Come for an educational 
discussion what are your favorite 
anime, cartoons, manga, video 
games, and why they’re so great 
to you. Share your love for your 
favorite series, and no bashing 
someone else’s! 

Fanfiction 101
A beginner’s guide on writing 
fanfic, problematic tropes, 
language do’s and don’ts, finding 
a beta reader, and more, hosted by 
journalist T. Costa.

Feedback
After Closing ceremonies, feel 
free to sit with a portion of the 
con staff and give us your input 
questions, and feedback.

Fully Unscripted Improv Show
Fully Unscripted presents a short 
form improv comedy show in 
the style of Whose Line Is It 
Anyway. Come join us for a two 
hour show where you can provide 
suggestions, ask questions, and 
ROFL.
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Geek to Geek
An open forum discussion on any 
topic in science fiction, comics, and 
fantasy. Includes both literary and 
filmic works. 

General Law
Where else can you get free legal 
advice from the #1 attorney in 
the Carson Valley? NOWHERE! 
Kathleen B. Kelly will be there to 
get you in the right direction.

Get a Clue
A where you get clues to solve the 
puzzle. The more clues you get, the 
less likely of getting a big prize. 
Think you got it, try it.

Hentai Redub Live!
(18+) Join the bravest of our guests 
for their own personal dubbing of a 
hand picked hentai.

Hentai: Insert Panel
(18+) Ever make fun of a show with 
your friends? How about with a 
panel of comedic actors lambasting 
a Hentai? We’re going to heckle, 
deconstruct, and make fun all while 
encouraging you to join in.

Hetalia World Meeting
(16+) An ask/roleplay panel for the 
anime/manga Axis Powers Hetalia

How do I Victorian???
(16+) Just what did those wacky 
Victorians really wear under those 
really cool dresses and suits? Come 
and see. We will begin on the 
outside and expose all the different 
layers one at a time. There will be a 
Q and A and you will be able to get 
an up close look at all the layers that 
make up a Victorian ensemble.

How to Imprison Your Reader with 
Your Words
Every genre has mystery: action, 
suspense, even romance. How do 
you build a story so compelling 
your audience loses sleep? Learn 
tactics techniques for creating 
conflict and intrigue that work for 
all genres, from humor to adventure 
and even love stories.

How to Self-Publish Without 
Getting Scammed
Hundreds of services claim they 
will get your book out there, but 
some are out to take your money 
while others could incur serious 
legal problems. Learn why the 
“traditional” label is fluid and 
very tricky, benefits and pitfalls of 
different self-publishing services, 
and which are one step away from 
getting reported and taken down. 
Above all, get your work into 
customers’ hands without shelling 
out two months’ salary.

Improv 101
Fully Unscripted presents 
everything you need to know to get 
started in improvisational acting. 
These skills will work for long-
form, short-form, scripted acting, 
and even help you in life. Think 
you’re not funny? No problem! Ask 
questions, play games, and have 
fun.

Improv Workshop
Fully Unscripted wants to get you 
improvising. If you ever wanted to 
try out improv or if you just want to 
have some fun, join our experienced 
improv actors in a full run down 
of basic warm ups to full on stage 
games.

Iron Artist Competition
Have you ever wanted to test your 
skills in a no-holds barred contest 
of wills against other artists? Or 
maybe you just want to spend 
an hour having fun drawing live 
models. Well, here’s your chance. 
Come together in our Iron Artist 
competition! We will provide the 
cosplay models as you compete 
for fabulous prizes!

Karaoke Contest!
Sing your heart out for prizes and 
honor! SNAFU Con is pleased 
to present our third-annual 
Karaoke Contest, emceed by 
special guest Kiba Walker and 
sponsored by Nevada Karaoke and 
Entertainment.

Kiba and Haku’s Trivia Hour
A Trivia show at the main stage 
run by Kiba and Haku with prizes!

Kiba Plays
(16+) Do you love horror games? 
Do you love watching people get 
scared by horror games? Well, 
join in the laughs and scares for 
this panel as Kiba plays parts of 
some of his favorite horror games. 
16+ for some language and jump 
scares.

Kiba Reads Fanfiction
(18+) Sonic High School? 
Spiderses? Join the hilarity as 
Kiba reads through the good, the 
bad, and the ugly of fanfiction 
(even some of his own!) Some 
mature content involved.

Last One Standing
Its here to stay. We have hard 
questions but better prizes. Just 
remember, one wrong answer and 
off you go.
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Late Night Concert Series
Enjoy a night of music with Kiba 
Walker, exploring many different 
genres as well as some original 
tunes. Sit back, relax, laugh, cry, 
and sing along in this late night 
concert performance.

Listen to My Voice!
If you are unfamiliar with Kiba 
Walker’s works, this is the panel 
for you. Listen and watch some 
of his work, as he also walks you 
through the good, the bad, and 
the ugly of recording games and 
series. Kiba will also be giving 
away and signing free stuff!

Lolita Fashion 101
Lolita Fashion 101 is to help aid 
new Lolitas (as well as others 
who may not be familiar with it) 
into the world of ruffles. We’ll 
be going over the basic “rules” 
of the fashion, where to purchase 
clothes, the local lolita community 
and more!

Masquerade Craftsmanship 
Judging
Prerequisite judging for walk-ons 
and craftsmanship contestants.

Masquerade Rehearsal
Closed-room rehearsal for those 
who will be in the Masquerade.

Memories of an Old School 
Anime
Eduardo M. Freyre talks about 
getting into anime just before 
it started to get big in the US. 
Including humorous looks at the 
attempts to edit cartoons.

My Little Brony - Don’t Tread on 
Me Bro!
My Little Pony: Friendship is 
Magic is a phenomenon that has 
taken the country by storm! Come 
talk with Warky about the Brony 
within! 

Nude Figure Drawing Panel
(18+) Need to brush up on 
drawing a more *ahem* 
‘complete’ human figure? 
Then join us after hours for 
drawing lessons in a relaxed but 
professional atmosphere.

On YouTube and Boxes
(16+) The H.o.B.O.’s are back! 
We will be taking the time to help 
anyone who is interested. We Will 
cover recoding techniques and 
best practices. All While staying 
within your budget! We will also 
discuss ideas to help growth and 
strategies to persevere through 
the tougher times as a web based 
video creator. 

Open-Mic Karaoke
Got an hour in between panels? 
Just like singing? Like watching 
other people sing? Come check 
out open-mic karaoke, sponsored 
by Nevada Karaoke and 
Entertainment! (We take requests! 
Go ahead, make us sing Barbie 
Girl. We’ll do it!)

Opening Ceremonies
This is where we officially 
welcome you to the con. Join 
your Con Chair, MC, and all of 
our guests to kick off this SNAFU 
Con 2015!

Posing for Cosplay Photos
So you’ve made this amazing 
cosplay, but now you need to 
take pictures of it! How can you 
show off the best assets of your 
cosplay, props, and character 
through a picture? In this panel, 
we’ll be discussing Do’s & Don’ts 
and Tips & Tricks to help you 
look your best in your cosplay 
photos; whether you’re doing a 
professional cosplay photo shoot, 
or just putting your best foot 
forward in the hallway at con. 

Preparing for a Masquerade 
This panel is mainly about some 
things to just think about when 
going into a masquerade. Like 
how heavy a prop might be, or is 
my shirt pinned right. Just some 
tips and stories. We love to hear 
some experiences others have had 
during or watching a masquerade.

Q&A with Danielle McRae
Meet anime and video game 
voice actress, Danielle McRae, 
as she shares her story on how 
she became a voice actress and 
answers your questions about 
anything and everything voice 
over related.

RapNerds
Join Darealwordsound on a 
journey in Hip Hop as a RapNerd. 
Includes Q&A.

Rave
Come flail around in the dark with 
Anime themed music and pretty 
lights. Bring your glow sticks!
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Renobinder Presents Bondage
(18+) Arthur Bruin has been 
practicing rope bondage for 
almost 30 years, is mostly self-
taught and has taught several 
basic bondage classes in Reno 
and elsewhere. He is known for 
performing impromptu demos at 
local nightclubs and events, and 
his work can be viewed on his 
website www.renobinder.com and 
his facebook page https://www.
facebook.com/arthur.bruin.

Seduce Me 2:The Demon War 
Demo Premiere
The ever popular otome game, 
Seduce Me, is set to release its 
sequel preview, Seduce Me 2: 
The Demon War, this Halloween! 
Be the first to see the demo with 
Christopher Escalante, the voice 
of Erik and music composer at this 
awesome preview panel! Includes 
Q&A

SNAFU CON UNPLUGGED!
(18+) Come join the guests for an 
Ask-All/Tell-All Q&A that has 
no holds, no censorship, and no 
regrets! 

SNAFU Open Mic Night
Do you rap, sing, or play an 
instrument? Show off your 
musical skills at the first ever 
SNAFU Open mic.

Story Time on Main Stage
Join us up on stage to play a game 
and tell a story. We will be playing 
Once Upon A Time and using 
Story Cubes to create delightful 
stories. We encourage those with 
wild imaginations and a knack for 
story telling to join us on stage 
and tell the fantastic stories that 
we know are just waiting to come 
out.

Story Time with Sasuke
Well, since our Sasuke came 
originally from England, he has 

some pretty funny 
stories he has 
collected over the 
time. Anything 
from different 
ways of saying 
things that have put 
him in some silly 
situations, to going 
and trying food 
here for the first 
time, the stories 
are endless. We 
encourage fans to 
talk to us and ask 
questions. This 
panel will be fun 
for everyone.

Synonyms & Euphemisms
(18+) A.K.A. the illegitimate 
relative of Foods Corrupted by 
Yaoi, this interactive panel will 
look into the many ways we speak 
of directly and indirectly about 
various anatomies and actions.

Talking Video Games with 
Danielle McRae
Hang out with voice actress, 
Danielle McRae, as she shares 
some of her favorite video games 
and talks about how video games 
played a huge role during her 
childhood years and even now. 
This panel will also showcase 
what types of challenges and 
adventures come with video game 
voice acting.

The Auditioning Process of Voice 
Acting
Learn how to make a good 
impression before you take the 
plunge into the booth!

The Door to Kingdom Hearts
This world has been connected... 
And now it’s time to connect the 
pieces of the Kingdom Hearts 
story. Join us as we review the 
main story of the Kingdom Hearts 
series so you have everything you 
need to know for the upcoming 
Kingdom Hearts game currently 
in development. Discuss your 
favorite/least favorite parts of the 
game and test your knowledge 
of the series for some sweet 
Kingdom Hearts related prizes 
in our quiz game! *Spoiler Alert: 
This panel reveals plots and 
events of the game.
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The Mechanics of Metaphysics
How does magic work? An 
overview on what it takes to 
bend reality. We will also discuss 
psychic self-defense 101, for 
when the tinfoil hat is just not 
enough!

Tokyo Ghoul Fan Panel
(16+) Are you a human? A ghoul? 
Somewhere in between? Not in 
a briefcase? Come to the Reno 
Ghoul panel! Ask our Tokyo 
Ghoul cosplayers questions about 
their ships. Dare the ghouls to eat 
sweets. Come and join us as we 
try to survive the soul-crushing 
angst that is the Tokyo Ghoul 
series. Beware of spoilers.

VIP Meet and Greet
Take this exclusive opportunity 
to get personal with our guests so 
long as you have VIP status.

Voice Acting for Video Games!
Learn tricks, tips, and more about 
what it’s like inside the studio! 

Voice Acting Q&A
Join our voice acting guests in an 
open forum Q&A.

Wark After Dark!
(18+) Come see Warky Unplucked 
in this meet and greet, question 
and answer panel where anything 
and everything goes! ^_^

We Are The Crystal Gems
Come meet your favorite Steven 
Universe characters in this fun 
Q&A panel. With an interesting 
mix of humans, fusions, and 
Crystal/Homeworld Gems, hilarity 
is sure to ensue!

Welcome to the Host Club 
(16+) A simple ask/answer 
panel for the anime/manga Ouran 
High School Host Club.

Working in the Video Game 
Industry
Ever wanted to know what it was 
like programming games? Well 
come to this panel and find out! 
Preston gets real about deadlines, 
and really hard work.

Yaoi Worth Reading
(18+) Do titles like Ten Count 
or Twittering Birds Never Fly 
rock your world? Or maybe you 
want to know why they should? 
Come join your fellow fujoshi and 
fudanshi and discuss popular Boys 
Love manga-ka and the works that 
make them famous.
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alibi hood riddle

bystander  hunch secret

clue interrogate sleuth

confession locked room snoop

cover up   magnifying glass solved

crime motive stab

deduction mystery suspect

detective observation truth

elementary paradox victim

enigma perpetrator wanted

evidence plot warrant

fraud police whodunit

gumshoe puzzle witness

Holmes red herring

Word Find

End

Start
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Maze

End

Start
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Across
8. If you dressed as someone, you’re doing this right now!
9. As in, Warky the.
10. If you’ve staffed the Rave you probably belong to this.
11. You’ll want to come see this contest. Maybe.
13. Do this to make sure your prop doesn’t hurt anyone.
14. What you had better use, or you’re in violation of the 
hygiene policy.
15. One of the things we’re proudest of at SNAFU Con - 
classes, panels, workshops, and demos!
17. A quality you can have, and also an achievement you can 
earn by turning in panel feedback.
18. SNAFU Con 2015’s theme.
19. What the staff lack every October.
20. How long has SNAFU been going on, anyway?
21. Our favorite thing to watch, and the reason you’re at the 
con.
22. If you have a problem, text our helpline to reach them.

Crossword

Down
1. Cosplayers everywhere love to perform in this.
2. What does SNAFU stand for?
3. What you get for doing cool things at the con.
4. Popular Japanese soda.
5. Con Chair
6. Everyone’s favorite Japanese candy.
7. You can’t have this substance on the con floor.
12. Come to the charity auction and support them.
16. Get your hand-made items here.
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Chairs
Nathan Sindar
Beta
Abraxas Navarro

Art
Nuriko Windchaser
Ami noMiko
Rebecca Judd
Judith Kenyon

Aviation
Sam Schuler

Contracts
“Llama” Tyler Waelbrock 
Thomas Kelly

Cosplay
Beta
Evan Burleigh
Samantha Overly
Erika Eveland
Sara Parker
Rachel Parker
Emily Pennington 
Samuel Schuler

Dance
Bryan “Kmittens” Elliot

Guests
Nathan Sindar
Beta
Tyler Waelbrock

Gaming
Abraxas Navarro

 Arcade Gaming
 David Rocovits
 Aaron Eby
 Kazuma Katsuragi

 Console Gaming
 Abraxas Navarro
 Matthew Allan
  Austin Baca
  Nick Bockman
  Tiffany Ingland
  Mariah Langley
  Mattison Lund
  Raymond Sanchez
  Wesley Zika

 Tabletop Gaming 
 Eduardo Yarhi
 Jason Arendt
  Alice Baran
  Eric Barton
  Michael Carter
  Courtney Cunningham
  Chris Gordon
  Kumutra Hlape
  Jason Huertas
  Jason Liswood
  Edgar Pereyra
  Rorary Prisock
  James Tabacco

Human Resources
Andrew Eveland
Blanca Nuno
Michael McCraven
Kylie Maine 
Dude Manville
Samuel Schuler 
Thanh Ta

Logistics 
Sam Schuler – Fulfillment
Beta – Acquisitions
Scott Fallis
David Silva
John Bradshaw
Kristofer Bright
Angela Yocum 

Marketing - 
 Evangelism
 Nathan Sindar
 Natasha Costa
 Emily Pennington

 Graphic Design
 Beta
 Elliot Fazzio 
 Marieev Princer 
 Sam Schuler 

 Press
 Natasha Costa

 Social Media
 Susana Ceron-Lopez
 Natasha Costa 

Photography
Sam Schuler

Programming
Ray “Ryan” Johnson
Robert Avery
Nikki Hovden
Isis Bowers-Hassler
Kevin Davis
Christian Garcia
Cheyanne Harris 
Michelle Roller
Jenny Tam
Andrew Wuorinen

 Karaoke
 Arthur Walker
 Natasha Costa

 Main Stage
 Sam Schuler 
 Kyle Crawford
 Ray Johnson

Registration
Beta
Sammich
Thomas Kelly 
Katie Lauder
Cassandra Much
Melissa Rosano
Alexandra Sommerfield

Rovers
Mark Tarbox
Matt Sheldon
Isis Bowers-Hassler
Aidan Hernandez
Marieev Princer
Valerie Suess
Andrew Wuorinen

Swap Meet
Nuriko Windchaser

Tech
“Origami” Zachary Goins
Scott Fallis
Amber Snider
Kenneth Costa
Michael Jenkins
Treyben Mazelin

Vendors
Susana Ceron-Lopez

Video Programming
Nikki Hovden

 Hentai
 Sammich
 Beta
 Thomas Kelly

Website
Beta
Thomas Kelly
Samuel Hanes
Sam Schuler
Ryan

Other Minions
Grace Gautereaux
Angela Magpantay
Jordan Pilgeram
Stryder Smith
Gregg Symonds
Fatima Villanueva

Color Key:
Top-Level Director
Department Head

Whether this is your first year or your sixth year, we hope you have enjoyed our 
con. It takes hard work and dedication from staff and volunteers to makes this 
event great. We continue to strive to make this convention better each year, but 
we can not do this without your help. Email hr@snafucon.com and tell us you 
want to be staff! Not only will you contribute to SNAFU Con’s awesomeness, 
you will also get a free badge! 

Now I know what you are saying, “Staff? That sounds like a lot of hard work.” 
Well it is, but ask any staff member and they will tell you it is worth the effort. 
If your time is limited, but you still want to help out, consider volunteering!  
Sign up as a volunteer by emailing hr@snafucon.com and letting us know! 
Volunteers only help out during con. For just four hours a day, you can earn 
your registration fee back. You still get to see the panels, watch the anime, and 
participate in the tournaments.

With your help, we will continue grow into a bigger and better con. Sign up now!

See you next year for SNAFU Con 2016!

SNAFU Con is  
Powered by SCIENCE! 

Your event should be, too.  
SCIENCE is here for you. We 
are a group of geeky and nerdy 
individuals brought together with 
one goal in mind: awesomeness. 
Let us make YOUR next event 
awesome.

Supreme Council Initiating and Empowering 
Nerdy and Cool Events

contact@scienceplanning.com
www.scienceplanning.com

SCIENCE, LLC


